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Poem Pot 

 
The Swiss singer Dalia Donadio sets with her debut Album «Poem Pot» to music 
texts of poets from around the world.  This “poem cauldron” thus contains verses by 
Charles Bukowski, E.  E. Cummings, Fernando Pessoa, Gertrude Stein or 
Robert Duncan. 

Inspired by the rhythms, melodies, forms and contents of the poems, short musical 
forms emerge. Conceptual influences from improvised and contemporary classic 
music as well as sound aesthetics from popular music come together in Poem Pot’s 
exciting new combinations, jazzy touches always part of the game. Dalia Donadio’s 
music takes the listener to small islands of sounds which suddenly disappear again 
into the blue, developing their themes hesitantly and ending them abruptly. Thus, 
length and timeline of the various music segments hardly ever match standard song 
forms.  

Furthermore, the density in its various imprints also shapes this process: harmonious 
density is replaced by harmonious simplicity, manifold rhythmic structures follow 
rhythmic one-dimensionality. All of this is driven together by the words that patter into 
the poempot. The intensive dealing of the band consisting of Urs Müller (g) and 
Raphael Walser (b)  with the topics of language and music creates responses 
leading up to an exciting discourse. 

 

 



Poem Pot is trio music was jazz, becomes jazz and plays with jazz improvises on 
what is composed gives word to music and gives music to words 
speaks finest, loud  and sparse 
languages is silent but also rages 
in speech whilst  
being a music of words. 
 
Tourdates: 
 
14.03.16 Isebähnli Baden 
30.03.16 Sääli Basel 
31.03.16 Prima Vista Baden 
07.04.16 La Catrina Zürich 
09.04.16 Sonarraum U64 Bern 
10.04.16 Gewürzmühle Zug 
 
 
 
Tracklist: 
1. Who Knows 
2. When	Silence	Stays	Over	Night 
3. Clouds 
4. Dive	For	Dreams 
5. The	Suicide	Kid 
6. Study	Nature 
7. Travel 
8. Tillie 
9. They	Have	Hung	The	Sky 
10. The	Fire	 
11. Summer	Rain 
12. At	The	End	Of	This	Day	
	
	
	
Credits 
All music written by Dalia Donadio 
Recorded, mixed & mastered  
by Hannes Kumke 
Artwork by Isabel Peterhans 
	
	
More Info 
Artist Page: http://www.daliadonadio.ch/  
Bandcamp: http://daliadonadio.bandcamp.com/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/poempot/  
 
 
 
 
 
Contact Promotion: 
Prolog Music | Benedikt Wieland | bw@prolog-music.ch | +41 76 583 81 06 

Band 
 
Dalia Donadio Vocals 
Urs Müller Guitar 
Raphael Walser Double Bass 
	


